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WEDNESDAY
Browsing for books may
become less bothersome

Huston awards premier of
women's MAC a passing grade
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The B G News

Mostly cloudy. High
upper 70t F, low 60-65 F.
50 percent chance of
rain.

Bowling Green State University

End-of-year topics will be resolved this summer
by David Slgworth
News stall reporter

Russell, Albert Dyckes and Frazier
Reams Jr., board president.
Dr. Michael Ferrari will continue as
interim president through the 1981-82
academic year.
• Although the Phi Delta Theta
house stands empty, the matter still is
being looked into by the University
and Wood County Prosecutor's office.
Betty Montgomery, Wood County prosecutor, said the incident is under investigation but had no further comment.

Hie end of another school year is
here for most of the University community. But questions regarding some
important topics remain open and will
not be resolved until after most
students have gone home.
• The ad hoc committee of the
Board of Trustees establishing protocol for the search for the University's new president still has work to be
done, Charles Shanklin. committee
DR. DONALD Ragusa, dean of
chairman, said.
But Shanklin said the committee is students, said the University is
moving along and should present its waiting for the results from the grand
jury before any further action is
report at the next board meeting.
taken.
The fraternity still is recognized by
BESIDES Shanklin, other board
members on the committee are Anne the national organization.

• Ragusa and Marty Goff, president
of the University's chapter of the
Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity, will meet
tomorrow to discuss the fate of that
house.
Goff handed an appeal to Ragusa
Monday, protesting the fraternity
members' expulsion from their house.
Ragusa called the appeal a "vague
thing," but said he would have a better understanding of it after meeting
with Goff.
MEANWHILE, seven organizations
have until Friday to turn in applications for housing in the former AEP
and Phi Delt houses. These will be
reviewed and the two approvals made
as quickly as possible, Fayetta
Paulsen, associate vice provost of
residence life, said.

• The 1981-82 University budget still
is in the tentative stages, Dr. Richard
Eakin, executive vice provost for
planning and budgeting, said.
Eakin said the University cannot
make any decisions until the state
makes a final decision on its budget.
He said the University is expecting
$35.1 million in state appropriations,
although this is subject to a reduction
of up to $2.5 million.
THE TENTATIVE budget balance
allows for a 5.2 percent salary and stipend increase next year for faculty,
contract staff, graduate assistants
and teaching fellows.
However, the proposed state appropriations cut would leave the
University with a net deficit of $1
million, plus no funds for salary and
stipend increase.

• A bill in the Ohio General
Assembly that would give two
students voting privileges on state
universities' boards of trustees has
moved from subcommittee to full
committee, Tim Tobin, aide to Rep.
James Zehner (D-Yellow Springs),
said.
But the bill has died in four previous
attempts for passage, and Tobin said
he has "heard through the grapevine
that it may not make it to the House
(of Representatives) floor."
• Nine articulation recommendations by a joint committee of the Ohio
Board of Regents and State Department of Education are waiting for approval by the latter organization.
THE BOARD accepted the recommendations, designed to assist
college-bound Ohio students in mak-

ing a smooth transition from high
school to college, at its meeting last
month.
Dr. Irene Bandy, executive director
for administration for the state
Department of Education, said she expects the recommendations to be accepted.
"It's just a matter now of studying
the implementation of the recommendations," she said.
• The audits of the University's 1978
and 1979 fiscal years, which according
to Paul Nusser, University treasurer,
include unnecessary recommendations, have not been changed.
Nusser said his attempts to contact
the state auditor's office to request
that the reports be changed have been
unsuccessful.

Continued Israeli raids
hamper Habib's mission
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Israeli told Habib Israeli forces will continue
jets pounded Palestinian bases in attacking Palestinians in Lebanon
Lebanon yesterday and Israeli Prime despite the crisis over Syrian missiles
Minister Menachem Begin said he in Lebanon
told U.S. envoy Philip Habib the raids
will continue. Syria warned the at- HE SAID there was "nothing in
tacks must stop if Habib wants his common" between Habib's mission to
resolve the missile crisis and Israeli
mission to succeed.
In Beirut, a cease-fire between attacks on Palestinian bases.
Christian and Moslem factions ap- Begin said the attacks cause
peared to be holding.
"disarray" among Palestinians and
Lebanon's state radio said 15 people "This is the most effective way of
were killed or wounded when Israeli defending our people, and I told Mr.
planes attacked naval and inland Habib and everybody else concerned
bases of Yasser Arafat's guerrilla we are going to continue with this
group Al Fatah near the port of Tyne, defense."
some 12 miles north of Israel. The In Washington, State Department
report did not say how many were kill- spokesman Dean Fischer said, "We
have consistently from the beginning
ed.
urged on all parties that any escalaTHE CHRISTIAN Voice of Lebanon tion of military activity of any kind is
radio said its correspondent saw six not helpful to the peace process. There
Israeli Phantom F4s bomb and rocket have been absolutely no green lights
the guerrilla bases, destroying a given to any of the parties for any
three-story building housing Al military activity."
Fatah's regional command.
Palestine Liberation Organization ON THURSDAY, Israeli jets
statements said there were a few swooped down on an area a dozen
civilian casualties in the 15 minute miles south of Beirut, killing 33 peoraid. Israel's military command said ple, including four Libyans, in an atits planes returned safely with pilots tack aimed at Libyan manned missile
reporting accurate hits on targets. sites. That raid prompted protests
The Israelis gave no casualty count. from Syria and other Arab and
An hour after the raid. Begin said in Islamic nations and warnings of the
an interview with CBS-TV that Israel possibility of a new Mideast war.

Two take
a double take
Yesterday, In front of the Falcon's
Nest, one of ths world's oldest
pattlmes was celebrated-girl watching. Thanos Lisrakos, sophomore
computer science major, and his
brother Vasslllos, senior political
science major, seemed to be wellversed In the art as they stationed
themselves In Iront of the Union's
busy sidewalk. Perhaps the brothers
learned to "scope" In Athens,
Greece, their homeland.

Harassment policy passed
by Marie Clsterlno ■
News stall reporter
Staff Photo by Dean Koepller

Proper amount of stress vital to normal lifestyle
by Kim Van Wart
Assistant managing editor
Editor's note: This Is the second of
three articles dealing with stress and
ways of Identifying and coping with It.

Stress is an essential part of daily
living. Without it, we would be dead.
"We need a certain amount of stress
to be stimulated and grow," Steven
Feinberg, a counseling psychologist
at the Counseling and Career Development Center, said, relating it to the
technological world in which we live.
Dr. Roman Carek, director of the
center, agrees that "You have to have
stress in order to live and be productive, but when you have too much, it
can be an overwhelming problem."
IF MANAGED right, stress can be
an energizer, he added.
And Scott Gammeter, a graduate
assistant in the psychology department, said, "We couldn't exist without
some degree of stress. Life wouldn't
be fun if we sat around like zombies."
There la a difference between normal, everyday stressors, and stress

overload, Dr. Donald Ragusa, dean of prevent the development of coping
students and professor of psychology, mechanisms.
Depression may cause people to
said.
withdraw from an active life and pull
DISTRESS CAN result from persis- back from certain activities, he said.
tent stress in the absence of effective
"PEOPLE (under depression) give
coping methods, he explained.
up and accept whatever ill-fortune life
tosses at them," he said.
This feeling of listlessness may
cause a person to lie in bed in the morning and think, "Why should I get
Depression is one offshoot of persis- up?" he said, explaining that such a
person may fall into a state of
tent stress.
Often equated with learned lethargy.
"Some people get so depressed that
helplessness, depression results when
a person is unable to cope with a the prospect of having to do an activity is so overwhelming that they sit and
stressor and gives up, Ragusa said.
stare out the window," he added.
THERE IS a tendency among colAND OFTEN, when people see what
lege students to think themselves into
depression, he said, explaining that is wrong with them, they feed on that
there is uncertainty of the future for and become more depressed, he said.
There is a difference between prograduates, and often a lack of direccrastination and depression, which is
tion for freshmen.
"People often can't say no to in- when a person has a lack of control so
volvement and become emotionally great that he ends up doing nothing.
Chronic stress can lead to exhausinvolved," be said. This can be a persistent stressor for them, which may tion or "bum out," which is a feeling

tjgjjlf

of apathy or a lack of motivation,
Gammeter said.

HE ADVISES people to seek social
support when they are under a lot of
stress.
"It is important to be able to share
problems with people you trust," he
said. "You need social comfort and
support.
"It also is important to practice
communicating negative feelings,"
he explained, noting that professional
counseling can be helpful.
"IF SOMEONE feels under more
stress than he can cope with, it is wise
to seek professional counseling,"
Gammeter said. "Rather than think
there is something wrong with you
that you have to get fixed, think that
you are learning better ways to handle
Feinberg said, "If the stressful
situation can't be changed, get out of
it. Your mind or body may force you
to leave the situation."
He explained that young people are
wrestling with who they are and what
they want.
continued on page 3

A new University sexual harassment policy was passed by an overwhelming majority at yesterday's
Faculty Senate meeting amid some
debate and skepticism by faculty
members.
The policy was approved following a
supportive endorsement by Beverly
Mullins, director of the Office of
Equal Opportunity Compliance, who
stressed to senators the importance of
establishing a "serious campus
policy."
"Everyone should realize the
seriousness of the policy," she said.
"It has serious implications, not only
to a person accusing, but also to the
accused."
WHEN SEVERAL senators addressed the issue of deleting part of
the policy's preamble that states the
University will not condone false and
malicious accusations of sexual
harassment, Mullins defended the
statement, suggesting that some
means of protection must be instituted.
After considerable debate,
however, senators voted to amend the
policy striking that phrase.
Once implemented, the policy will
protect the rights of University
students, faculty and staff.
THE POLICY defines sexual
harassment as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors,

and other verbal or physical contact
of a sexual nature, when submission
to such conduct affects an individual's
employment or educational pursuits.
On a University-wide basis, the
EOC will be responsible for the coordination and implementation of the
new policy and also will serve as the
resource center for all questions dealing with sexual harassment.
Dr. Donald Ragusa, dean of
students, said students were covered
by the student code's hazing policy in
incidents of sexual harassment.
Because the new policy is geared to
include students as well, the same
complaint procedures that a faculty
or staff member would use should be
followed.
THE PROCEDURE for a complaint
provides that any individual who
believes he or she has been sexually
harassed should contact the EOC. Office staff members will discuss the
matter with the complainant to determine if there is a basis for an investigation.
The policy also states that if an investigation is necessary, it will be conducted by the EOC as fairly and quickly as possible with confidentiality and
respect for all individuals involved.
The complaint will be resolved in a
manner consistent with the policy and
fair to all parties concerned, it says.
The sexual harassment policy will
be sent to the office of Dr. Michael
Ferrari, interim president, for final
approval.
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Opinion.
New library computer
may not solve problem
Is that book you're looking for on the library shelf? Starting in the fall the library's new computer system will
know for sure.
The Powers That Be have deemed that $225,000 will be
allocated to the library to purchase a new circulation
system computer. This new machine will tell students if the
book that they want is checked out, stolen or on the shelf.
Unfortunately, the computer is not omnipotent and will
not be able to tell the student where the book is in the
library.
Who knows, it could have been stolen or misshelved.
Horror of horrors, one of the ideas behind this new
system was to prevent students from spending hours
aimlessly wandering in and out of library aisles looking for
a book that is not there. And it may not work.
What if the book is incorrectly entered into the computer's memory or if it was never updated? That same student still could be wandering from shelf to shelf looking for
the book that the computer insists is on the shelf but really
isn't.
Let's leave the poor student to his quest and joust with
the factor that this whole system is a waste of money during the budget crunch.
We realize that the library was allocated money for the
system before the budget cuts, but $225,000 still is a lot of
money when the administration is toying with the idea of
raising student fees for the fall.
We would rather hear the clankety-clank of the old computer system and put that money toward something else.
Decreasing fees or hiring more faculty come immediately
to mind.
We are not suggesting that the library throw out its new
computer, because it is too late for that, but maybe we
should take a closer look at quixotical purchases in the
future.

Letters.
such as Joseph Maskovyak. A petition
is now circulating to unite other consumers who feel as I do.

Teaching should
be prime point

Sandra Kane
Criminal Justice Major
SS2-5M5

I'd like to bring it to the attention of
this University that because of the
budget cut, some of our better instructors are not being rehired for the Evangelist brings
1981-82 school year.
This personally affected me when I University together
found out that an instructor that I consider to be very enthusiastic and well
Many University students have
qualified, Joseph Maskovyak of the been brought closer together recently.
political science department.
was Was it by one of the campus organizanot returning.
tions or the administration?
I think that it is of poor principle
that an instructor's performance in
the classroom is one of the last
criteria in determining employment
as opposed to the amount of work
published, tenure and seniority.
It's not to the best of the students'
interest because professors that produce the most research do not
always perform the best in the
classroom.
It's very hard for a department to
function without the appropriate
funds. For example, Stephen Ludd
teaches a required constitutional law
class with 80 students enrolled.
This kind of attendance in one class
puts a strain on both the professor and
the students.
I feel that this kind of strain and loss
of good instructors is downgrading
our education. Our tuition may even
be going up for the next school year.
As a consumer I feel that a top
priority for funds should be to the
departments so that they can keep up
their high level of functioning and
keep excellent performing instructors

No.
It was by a very forceful speaker an Evangelist called George "Jed"
Smock.
Jed became the center of attention
for many students after making such
statements as: "Ninety percent of the
women on this campus are whores;
the other 10 percent want to be," and
"Bowling Green State University
graduates more homosexuals than
Ph.D's."
His statements were so ridiculous
that everyone came out to listen. The
fact that Jed possesses the ability to
keep so many students' attention for
hours each day makes one question.
What would happen if be changed his
doctrine a little?
If the evangelist's doctrine was
more moderate, he would probably attract quite a few followers.
Perhaps Jed would even form a
cult. He might even offer to take the
responsiblity of handling the money
for all of his members. Come to think
of it, how is it that he affords all of his
expensive three-piece suits?
Julia Bretxloff
3*3 Proof Hall
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Busjness js tough for
Michael Reagan is outraged
because be baa been accused of using
bis father's position as president to
get defense business for a firm he was
"vice president" of. He wrote a letter
to military installations soliciting contracts, noting that "with my tamer's
leadership at the White House, this
countries (sic) Armed Forces are going to be rebuilt and strengthened."

president's SOn

your Commander-in-Cliief.
"At the same time I don't want you
not to consider us for the contract. Just
because my dad happens to be President of the United States and
somebody I love and admire very
much.

Focus
Art Buchwald
Syndicated columnist

"My company makes the best
grommets in America, General, if I
Young Reagan was quoted after the say so myself. But I don't want you to
flap as saying, "It's just so silly. consider us just because my tamer is
Somebody else can write a letter to
military bases or anybody else, and
say my dad's a great president, and I
have the press at my doorstep." He
maintained that he was being penalized because his father was president,
and he was being kept from making a
living.

"The decision of where you will buy
your grommets rests solely with you.
Dad told me on the phone the other
day he is leaving the grommet problem to bis generals because they

know much more about them than he
does.
"I want to make it perfecUy clear
that Dad does not know I'm calling
you. If you see fit not to give us the
contract, I will be personally disappointed but it will have no effect on
your future promotion or procurement assignment. Dad doesn't
operate that way. That's why I
respect him and am proud to be his
son."

One can only sympathize with
Michael Reagan. But at the same
time it's not as easy for a general to
ignore a letter from the president's
son, as it is one from Arnold Doppledinger, who Is trying to get the
same contract.
Michael did not have a chance to
make a follow-up telephone call to his
letter, because he resigned after the
news stories. But the conversation
might have gone something like this:
"General, this is Michael Reagan,
as in Ronald Reagan... Dad is doing
just fine. I talked to him the other day.
What I'm calling about is that I
understand you're in the market for
grommets for our new missiles.' As
you know, if you got my letter, Dad is
intent on getting the military back on
its feet, and he told me be is going to
insist our grommets are as good as, or
better than, any the Soviets are making at this time.

Letter paints false picture in condemnation.
The letter appearing in the News
from Mark Wang in response to the
shutdown of the antimilitarism rally
in front of the Student Services
Building is another example of the
short-sighted, self-interest thinking
that is supposed to have gone out with
University student
the 70s.
He was obviously upset because his
personal fun had been interrupted by tirely different picture from what
the "grip of the police state." He also was, in fact, reality that evening. I
had no qualms about turning the pro- don't know about all those other actest of this "injustice" into a cause for cusations, but I do know what went on
the entire student community to rally concerning the supposedly peaceful
under.
rally in front of the Student Services
But Wang wasn't satisfied with stop- Building.
ping at that He went on to condemn
Being a resident of Conklin Hall, I
the University for the failed Bowling was treated (or subjected, depending
Green city housing code, the problems on your taste in music) to a new wave
of women and Latinos, the lack of concert that I could hear quite nicely
employment opportunities upon from my room.
graduation, lack of state funds, and
As a matter of fact, it was so loud
the lack of a quality education. Golly! that I'm sure it was quite audible to
He blamed the administration for the residents of the other two
everything but the disappearance of quadrangles at this end of campus.
Judge Crater and the sinking of the
It wasn't intolerable until after
Lusitania - but I'm sure he would 10:30 p.m. - the hour that many resihave gotten around to it, given the dent halls designate as the start of
space.
study hours - when it became apUnfortunately Wang painted an en- parent that this concert was going to

Focus

Tom Augello

run late. It was particularly irritating
to those of us who had to study for Friday tests.
I was disgusted when a girl managed to secure a microphone and began
to question the motives of the rock
group - only to have obscenities (also
via the loudspeaker) shouted at her by
members of the band. I think it was at
this point that the rally lost the
bellevability of any "peaceful" adjectives that Wang so generously applied
toil
It also lost a certain amount of
credibility. I'm sure the Social Justice
Comittee had some valid reasons for
this sort of demonstration, but the
lack of consideration on the part of
those band members put a tarnish on
any message the rally tried to put
forth.
I also find it perplexing to try to
understand Wang's reasoning when
he refers to the University's
"uncooperative behavior in meeting
the student needs and desires." First
of all, the band understood that they
only had permission to play until 10:30
p.m., so who was really being uncooperative when Campus Safety and

•

Security asked them to stop at the
prescribed time?
According to the News, the
chairperson of the Social Justice Committee was the one who told Campus
Safety to pull the plug on the group.
Secondly I resent Mr. Wang's
reference to this rowdy type of
demonstration as "student needs."
For those students who don't happen
to agree with the rally's political
views, the outdoor demonstration was
shoved down their throats.
I feel that, had the rally been held
indoors where participation would
have been voluntary, perhaps the
band could have been allowed to continue. But in light of the real situation,
it was only fair to those who pay for an
education and the atmosphere in
which to achieve it that the band could
only play for the agreed upon length of
time.
Finally, it is unfortunate that once
again, the actions of a few will be a
reflection on the majority. It's too bad
for the Social Justice Committee and
the message they wanted to express.

... Administrators did their part, but ralliers failed to
This focus is in response to the letter
appearing in the News written by
Mark Wang.
Your first point, Wang, states that
the time allotted for the rally bad expired and that everyone was indeed
informed of that fact, but they
"continued to enjoy themselves."
These actions prompted the need for
Campus Safety and Security to
behave in their "typical fashion."
However, had the rules been followed, there would have been no need for
Campus Security to interfere. If it's
these rules you are complaining
about, you had better stop and think
about what rules enabled you to have
the rally in the first place.

Focus

guaranteed employment
• BGSUs inability to provide a
quality education
• Inadequate libraries
• Racial and sexual harassment
(encouraged by BGSU)
• Inadequate student employment base

After your fourth paragraph, Wang,
you proceed to prove your
trigonometric skills along with your
lack of writing skills as you go out on
such tangents as:

Brian Scott
University student
the students' "needs and desires" and
how the University falls to meet mem.
Well, it seems awfully small-minded
to expect the University to cater to
every person's "needs and desires."
Face it, we are supposedly adults

• Paul X Moody
• La Union de Estudiantes
• Women not feeling safe
• The University's position on the
housing code
e The fact that we are not

• Unsound system for tuition and
fees
What in the world do these things
have to do with your overrunning your
time limit on the American
Militarism Rally???

DOONESBURY
HAftKBRAaWUKSGLF./TSNOTA
PfAHK. JOAHtS

As to your accusation that the
University is "indifferent to students'
needs," I have one question to pose:
Did or did not the University allow you
to have this demonstration?
It seems to me that the University
did its part, but your end of the
bargain was not upheld.
I believe that if anyone should he accused of being irresponsible, it should
not be the University.
You made mention several times of

and should be able to do things for
ourselves, without blaming the
University for our own inadequacies.
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New library computer circulation system speeds up book search
The plastic validation cards will be ed out, and the others will be labeled
issued every quarter starting next fall by the library staff.
"Labeling the books is a slow profor experimentation purposes, Treat
cess, but eventually all the books will
said.
be labeled," he said.
"IF THEY ARE reliable, they
would only be issued once a year,
EACH BOOK will have a
which would be cheaper than produc- bibliography record on auxiliary
ing the paper ones four times a year," storage which will resemble a
bibliography card in the card
he said.
Books will be coded with numbers catalogues. In the future, a book in a
Several changes will be noticeable
to library users. All students and similar to those on the validation series, such as an encyclopedia, also
faculty will be issued a thin, flexible cards. The labels also will be read by will have an item card. These cards
plastic validation card with the per- the light wand and recorded in will be for the library's use only, and
will enable the staff to keep track of
son's name and Social Security memory.
The recent titles and high circula- books on the shelves and those that
number printed on it in optical
characters. The employee at the cir- tion books will be labeled first, in- have been checked out
These terminals will cost about
culation desk will wave a character cluding Library of Congress books.
reader wand over the Social Security The books that have not been labeled $1,950, and their "modems," used to
number automatically will record it in automatically will be labeled at the call the computer, will cost $300 for
circulation desk when they are check- the ones in the main library and $900
the computer's memory.
system, including hardware
(computer and peripherals) and software (programs), will cost about
$225,000, Treat said.
"Although the system sounds expensive, it really Isn't," he said, explaining that the system was not a major part of the University's budget
which is several million dollars.

by Jean Dlm«o
N»w» raportar

TTie University library is installing
a new computer circulation system
which will increase efficiency and
save time for students and the library
staff starting fall quarter, William
Treat, director of technical services
and systems at the library, said.
"The computer system we are using
now has been ureliable, and defective
parts must be handmade, making the
circulation system inefficient," Treat
said.
THE MONEY for the new system
was approved by the University
Board of Trustees as part of this
year's budget, and was not affected by
the budget cuts. When complete, the

Newsbriefs.
Drama workshop
to perform

City Police Chief Galen Ash said
both assaults may have been committed by a suspect they now have
in custody. Both assaults occurred
within minutes of each other in the
same area of East Court Street,
Ash said.
The two women alleged that, a
man grabbed them as they were
walking down East Court Street.
One woman was threatened with
rape, Ash said, but she talked the
man out of it He fled after knocking her down, Ash said.
Neither of the women has filed
charges yet, Ash said, and both
cases are under investigation.

It will record how many students
use the library's services, what class
level they are and what majors they
represent.

"THE ONLY disadvantage I can
see," Treatsaid, "is that library users
will have to be taught how to operate
the terminals. But, everyone should
be able to use the terminals after
some instruction and practice," he
said.
Besides being used to check out
books and keep records, the new
system will handle book reserves,
keep track of overdue books, and
automatically update files.
The system will be used to examine
subject classification cards and determine how many and what kinds of
books are available.

"OUTPUT FROM the computer
will be a good indicator of who uses
the library," Treat said, adding that
this will help the library determine
what students need extra service and
what books are used continuously.
The new circulation system should
be ready for trial use in August,
although it will not be completed then,
he said.
Only permanent library employees
will be trained to operate the computer now, but student employees will
be taught after they are hired in the
fall.

Senate filibuster likely in vote for human rights adviser

Assault suspect
arrested
Two University women were
assaulted early Friday morning
in separate incidents, police said.

for the ones in the science library.
If the terminals prove beneficial,
they may be placed in campus dorms,
he said.

The BGSU German Drama
Workshop will perform "Der
Tollste Tag" (The Greatest Day)
Thursday and Friday in Gish
Theater.
The play, a comedy taken from
"The Marriage of Figaro" by
Beaumarchais, was written by von
Peter Turrini, author of several
plays, short stories and novels. It
will be directed by Klaus Schmidt,
associate professor of German and
Russian.
The play opened in Darmst, Germany in 1972 and has been performed throughout that country. This
will be the first production of the
play in America.
The performance will begin at
7:30 p.m. June 4 and 5 in Gish
Theater, Hanna Hall. Admission is
free, and an English synopsis of the
play will be provided at the door.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President instructions" regarding the Lefever
Reagan remains determined to fight nomination. He said that Reagan did
for confirmation of Emest Lefever as not respond, but that he expected to
his human rights adviser despite war- hear from him on the subject before
nings of a probable Senate filibuster long.
aimed at blocking the appointment, a
White House spokesman said yesterHE SAD) that lack of a response did
day.
not surprise him because the nominaSenate Republican Leader Howard tion was only one of several topics
Baker said he told Reagan at a leader- dealt with in the meeting. "I told him
ship meeting that confirmation would that I was anxious to do as he wishbe a "tough fight" because he pro- ed," Baker said.
bably will need the three-fifths
He predicted "the great majority"
margin necessary to cut off a of Republican senators would support
filibuster.
the nomination in a floor vote.
"I think we'll need 60 votes instead
Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C), a
of 50 votes because we'll probably Lefever supporter on the Foreign
have to shut down a filibuster on it," Relations Committee, said White
Baker told reporters.
Hosuse representatives were phoning
AT THE WHITE House, deputy senators as recently as Monday urgpress secretary Larry Speakes said ing support for the nomination.
Reagan wants to fight for his
"I don't know of any intention to
nominee. He said Reagan's position withdraw it," Helms said.
"remains the same as it has always
been."
SENATE DEMOCRATIC Leader
Baker said that during the White Robert Byrd said he probably will
House meeting earlier in the day he vote against the nomination because
had "asked the president for further he is concerned about Lefever's

human rights philosophy and "the mittee has called Lefever back for
conflict of interest problem."
more questionng Thursday on
whether $25,000 in contributions from
But at the White House, Speakes the Nestle Corp. led Lefever's Ethics
said the administration has found no and Public Policy Center to distribute
"legal conflict of interest" by Lefever an article supporting Nestle's
in connection with his involvement in marketing of the baby formula.
the controversy over the marketing of Lefever has denied there was any conbaby formula in emerging nations.
nection between the contribution and
The Senate Foreign Relations Com- distribution of the article.

stress

,romp B 1

''

"SOME (STUDENTS) need help
to get the tools with which to deal
with it (stress) later," he said.
"Getting a handle on who we are
and having some insight and some
better sense of ourselves can help."
People often perceive threat* to
their ego and self-worth, he added,
explaining that some people think,
"If I can't do it, I am a chump."
To get rid of such compelling
thought, a person needs to take

breaks, saving some time for
himself, Carek said.
INTERPERSONAL factors,
which include worrying about the
future, or "about what others think
of me, or if what I am going to say
is the right thing," must^be reduced, he said.
"When you have too much stress,
the weakest link in your body will
get the most wear, and break," he
explained.
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P.R. MAJORS
Need J-440 or Others who

IVortl? Grove

Have met the Qualifications

T0Wpb0U8C8

Meadow View Court
Now Leasing lor Fall 1981
Etllclencles, Unfurnished

and can Graduate by the

CAII

J5J-9811

Wed. Thuits.-,

OR

Furnished All Utilities Paid
On* Bedroom, Unfurnished or Furnished
Monthly Heat Included
All Unit* Carpeting, New Drapes,
Gas or Electric Ranges,
Refrigerator, Trash Removal,
Laundry Facilities, Sauna, and
Swimming Pool

Res. Mgr. 3535891
353-3641

9 pivi-iviidNiqriT
Fni

1515

Meadowlark
Small Bldgs.
Complexes,

E. Wooster St.
8th I High St
650 Sixth St.

818 Seventh St.
7th St.

Houses,

Eff., 1

& 2 Bdr.

CHERRYWOOD CLUB features INDOOR
HEATED POOL & recreation facility.

80000000000000000000000000000000
j(^

Applications are now being taken
for Summer Employment with BGSU
Food Operations.

Haven House
Piedmont Apta.
Blrchwood

or

2 Bedroom Apts., Furnished
9 mo. $265/mo.
1 yr.$235/mo.

tnd of the Summer

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St.
Phone 352-9378

2I4 Napoleon Rd.
352-H95

i—»—i—i—T-T—i—r—»—f—?—?—?—f—i—i—?—?—f—r-»—v—f—»—v—r-

IALL- SPORTS PASS!
U-HAUL

GRADUATION
PHOTO
NOTES

U-HAUL

Applicants must obtain clearance
through the Office of Financial Aid
and Student Employment.

\ OEVELOP $ PRINT
Ii» iMi III. Ill ai 111 iiia Fiji ii limit ulii inn III*

If interested contact:
McDonald Dining Hall 372-2771
Harshman Dining Hall 372-2475
Kreischer Dining Hall 372-2825

1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any large? sub
flsk For It When Ordering

352-5166

ONE COUPON PER SUB
EXPIRES Aug 31. 1981
5O00eCO0O9K»M(

1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any small pizza
Rsk For It When Ordering

P©**
352-5166

ONE COUPON PER PI2ZR
EXPIRES Aug. 31. 1981

,000000000000 COUPON

$^29

Coming or going, it's smart to move all
your belongings in a low cost U-HAUL
truck or trailer. You can rent here and
leave there. Get a hometown foursome
together and split the cost. Make your
reservation now so you won't be disappo nted.
Newman's Marathon
353-1311
525 N. Main St.
Mason's Gulf
352-2018
435 E. Wooster
10% DISCOUNT TO BGSU STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
(expires 6/30/81)
or call 1 (800) 472-3227 for reservations

12 exp.

IN-HNV.ll.il
135 24 iif 53 95

ill Jit III III III III!
Inn III nil III CUM!
Cm-* Mil Ii iiuciil II ulii li|

COLOR ENLARGEMENT
SPECIAL
FROM YOUR FAVORITE NEGATIVE OR SHOE

5x7«oronl,$1'9
fill HIS Cll-H ll'icmi !| Hill ||(

'$ Drugs
ONE-WAY AND LOCAL ANYWHERE

21 «». M.»
35 ill H.7J

352-1693

in R«M St.
BMliR) Gram, Oktt

4 Ttt* BQ Nairn June) 3,1M1

Classifieds.
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
TIM 111-1744 or C.J. 3H-44W.
ROLLER SKATES FOR RENT
SI/MR., 1 HOUR MINIMUM
CALL 331-4244
NEXT TO TOS
Party Time? Try Sub Ma Quick's
S ft. party sub S3.09 discount thru
June 14th. 14] E. Wooster
Delivery 353 4443.
I'm easy...I'm cheap and I'm
fast -with T-shirts tor your group
or organization. Call Tim
13M744.

CAM>U»/CITY IVINTI
».«.! U. BOXINO CLUB.
OUBBlMMjMl meetine, open to
• II IKMlUl. F»culty • Staff.
Tsar, jewe 4. i.-M ».m., Tm
Reem. Ueam.

LOST » F0UHO
Reward for recovery of opal ring
loM May M Mi Mm gunt
rtttroom of Anderson Hall. Call
w F 1711347 or laavt at
Anderson rrocrl dash.
Loaf: "BGSU" coat, brown wltti
orange letters. Call 17117i4.
Lost: class ring. II found, call
Kim 1 6617 Reward avail

Stringing recquelDall, tennis,
squash. Quality strings-great
prices. Call CraH at 373 4rW.
Barb Slngel
You won the bet. Now that
your sweetie has made
pro-football, we want I
tickets. Huff B Duff Gang.
Happy B Oay, Vlckl Mason.
Love. H,B,L.K,Q,0
Congratulations to Laura Lewis
and Butchle Sierra on being
Inducted Into ODK. The sisters of
Delta Zeta are proud ot you both!
Mark Tetti and Scott Anderson,
Thank you for the "Spirit" Party
Sunday and all el your support
this last week lor the Derby) We
leva, yeu 11 The Sisters ol Kappa
Delta.

muni
RkJe needed to Ocean City. N.J.
(or any city close) anytime
between June II M. Contact
Oemae at 35? sm win help wltti
expenses.
I F. NEEDS RIDE OUT WEST
TO YELLOWSTONE PARK OR
VICINITY. CAN LEAVE JUNE
13. CALL SHARIE. HI 4SW.
Ride to Atlanta. GA. Call Colette
1S2I21*

To our two fantastic Sigma Chi
Derby Coaches. Brad and Ben:
thank you for all ot your support.
enthusiasm and good times
during Derby Week I We couldn't
have done if without you. You
both are the best! Love, the
sisters ot Delta Zeta.
Gamma Phi's Lynn. Lisa and
Rhonda Thanks for patronizing
the fine arts and coming to my
recital! it meant so much to
know that you cared. Love,
Plane.
Gwen Congratulations
on
becoming the Sigma Chi
Darling! I am so proud of you. L
B L. Your Big. Tina.
Mania-All that studying finally
paid off. Congratulations on your
engagement to Steve. Good luck
to both of you. Love. Your
Roommates.
Chuck Senger-I waited til I p.m.
Sat. Too low to tell the real
story??? Dlna.

11RVICH OFf R«P
Early abortion, tests tor
pregnancy and VD. birth control.
Call Toledo Medical Services.
(410) 243-3170.
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR
Start this summer. Call Dave

WWW

PRRSONAL1
Jim Vasko Happy IV* year
Anniversary. Love you. Bones.
NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP Summer
Closing Sales. Open Tues. 104.
Frl. I 7:30. St. AMyslus School.
ma Moor
TANDEMS FOR RENT
M/HR CALL 1B-4144
NEXT TO TO-S
Sub-M t-0uick draft Ha pay "ours
Sun thru Wed. no p.m.; Thurs.,
Pit, B Sat. 54 p.m. ] for I by tke
glass or pitcher.

MRKT 413-Pearsen B Crew.
Appreciate your time, effort ami
great Meas. New It's my lob.
Itemecaming la Oct. 24th See yea
then when we reach 1MMI Jim
T.
.
Dear Paula, you will surely be
missed at BGSU next year. Chi
Omega can be proud to have a
sister like you as well as your
own sister and cousin feel
especially proud. We love you
and wish you the best of luck I
Plane and Mary
Karen Dimmer-congratulations
on your Theta-Chl Omega
lavallerlngl We love you. your
CN O Sisters.
SCOTT I take It back my college
days B these past two B a hall
years have NOT been a total
waste) Love. Lynn.
Cheryl Ken-Congratulations on
your
Lambda-Chi-Omega
engagement to Doug) We're all
so happy for you. Love, your Chi
0 Sisters.
Gwen, we're all so proud ol you
tor getting Sigma Chi Derby
Darling it couldn't have gone to
a sweeter person L B L, your
ADPI Sisters.
Bonnie Wainiak Congrats on
your Delta Tau Delta en. Omega
lavallerlngl About those Chi O's
B Dolts! Love, your Chi O
Slstersl
Melissa B Carolyn Thanks tor
the road trip. Your support
means a lot to me! Love. Lynn
Congratulations to the Chi
Omega Softball team on the
intramural championship! We
knew you could do It! Love, your
Chi O sisters.
RON COATES-THANKS FOR
ALL YOUR HELP THIS YEAR.
YOU'VE BEEN A OREAT
HELP B I DON'T KNOW WHAT
1 WOULD HAVE OONE
WITHOUT YOU. HOPE NEXT
YEAR IS EVEN BETTER.
THANKSI LOVE, MICHBLB.
P.S. YOU'RE A OREAT
TEACHERtl
MB congratulations on your ChiO-Delt lavallerlngl It couldn't
have happened to a nicer
"sweetheart"! Love, your Chi 0
Sisters.
BEERBLASTBEERBLAST
BEERBLAST BEERBLAST
FRIDAY JUNES

N.E. COMMONS
LIVE MUSIC.
Jim B Steve, you guys were the
BEST Sigma Chi coaches we
could have asked tor. We all want
to thank you for such a great
time. Love, The Gamma Phi's.
"BILCHBR" Don't be blue-your
time to win is almost duo. You're
the best B you've got the zest. I'm
behind you all the way B will be
cheering you on Saturday. Love
ya lots, Theanna.
ADPI Actives, Rampant was
great. Thanks tor showing us a
good time B what true sisterhood
Is all about. L a. L. The Pledges.
Sue. Good luck at Mansfield. I
lust want you to remember I'm
behind you all the wayl Love ya.
JJH.

Hey L.P. (alias buns) Goad luck
on your Interview today-Love.
The Pondo Kid.
Theanna
("Larry")
Congratulations (ya bowl ot
succotash!) for being elected
assistant pledge trainer for
Alpha Chi Omega! We're so
proud of you B know you'll put
your whole heart into It! we love,
you Curly B Mo OXOX.

WANTED
11, rmte tor summer
Campus Manor Apts.
liM/rao. B alec
3H-II7I.
F. rmte. wanted-aummer,
Jinvmo.. AC B swimming pool,
152-44*0 or 371)707.
) f. rmte. needed tor si 42 sch. yr.
or Fall II only. E. Merry Apts.
Call 1 3174.
1 t. rmtes. needed summer ejtr.
close to campus. 174/ mo. Call
m-7117.
If. rmte. tor sin yr Nice Apt. 1
Mn from campus. Call 35*1744.
Respectable male rmte. resetted
to share 1 bdrm. apt. at 4)1 S.
Enterprise near Bus station;
H05/mo B gas/elec./phone.
Starting June 15-Aug. 31. Call Bill
or Joel 154 1437
M/F to share house for summer.
S135/mo. Own room. Call
353- )«41.
Help! 3 f, nonsmokers, need to
share apt. near campus. Phone
(116) 123 3404 Ask for Chris.

Rmtes. needed tor Summer.
Haven House, no/mo per person
Cell 353-1441.

14.250 54 ,150, part time. Full
Benefit Package. An Equal
Opporfun Ity Employer
Address resumes/Inquiries to
Mrs. C irol Rossi. House
Manager 1010 N. Prospect St..
Bowling Green, OH 43402.
353 5344
Resumes will be
accepted until Friday, June 5,
M4J1

F. rmte. needed for Summer Qtr.
on 2nd St. sn.so/mo. B utll. Call
3714347.
.
Need 11.4 1m. student, to fill
apts. Near campus. » mo. lease
for sch. yr. 11-11. Phone 352-7343
1 m. rmte. needed for ii-ei yr.
About »75/mo B utll. Eighth St.,
near s. College. Call Jerry. Mike
or Duffer. 352O0M

F. help needed tor cleaning apts.
for week to June 13 20. Call
352-TlaS.
SUMMER JOBS
Cleveland Area. Two Locations.
Exciting newspaper contest
work. Choose your own hours. 9
to 1.1 to s. 5 to » Excellent salary
plus unlimited earnings. When In
the Cleveland area call
Southgate: Mr. Jordan SI l 0961
Northfleld: Mr. Campbell
467 0963
CLIPB SAVE THIS
,

)-l F. rmtes. needed for summer.
Call 154 1404.
1 M. rmte. MUlf) tor tfai-ai
school year. Wltrmrop Terrace
North. Cell 331-1731.
1 F. rmte. to share apt. for Sum.
Only JIM tor whole summer. Call
Beth 371-5741.
MVP. House on B. Wooster
across Prat. Raw. Own room.
SMS far summer, ill-Met 01—.
M rmte. needed 11 Is sch. yr. 6.
Merry Apts. Call Scott or Dan
1-5*54.

Dixie Elec. Co. now hiring full B
pt. time help Must be 21 or older.
Bartenders, waitresses, cashiers
B floor walkers. Call 174 2253 for
Info. Management potential
avail.
R.N. Supervisor needed for
ambulatory health care center In
the Bowling Green area. R.N.
supervisory
experience
preferred. Full time mid June
through mid-September 1961,
Mlgrent Health Program. Salary
comparable for the aree. Apply
to CMR Health Program, 410
Blrchard Avenue, Fremont, Ohio
43420. An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

HELP WANTED
Positions Available. The Wood
County Mental Health Clinic
Residential Facility.
Assistant House Manager. Parttime.
Bachelor's degree
preferred with a least 1 yr. of
work experience in either M.H.
or M.R rehabilitation field, also,
proven aptitude and capabilities
necessary for effective business
administration. Duties include
assisting in maintenance of
records, scheduling, budget
planning.
Integration ol
Aftercare
services
and
supervision of Volunteer
Personnel. Salary: S5.000-S7.500.
Full Benefit Package.
House Monitor. Two full time
positions, four part-time position.
Some work/volunteer experience
in either the M.H. or MR
rehabilitation field preferred.
Some knowledge of basic first
aid, helpful. Proven ability to
communicate effectively (verbal
B written) and respond to client
needs In a caring fashion. Duties
Include: executing house rules,
regulations and procedures.
maintaining necessary records,
supervision of overall household
maintenance.
Salary:
Sl.000-S12.000.
lull time,

FOR SALE
Oraduatlng Sr, selling very
profitable. Chimney Cleaning
Business. Ideal pt. time work for
Fall B Wtr. Inclds training,
equipment, advertising, fools
and company name. London
Chimney Sweeps. 353-W1I. eves.
)N* VW Engine 5125 00
CALL OREO 352 4022.
Dog House 560 00
MUST SEE 153 4011
Juliette
FM AM/FM
multiplex/8 track stereo plus
BSR McDonald Record Player
4500 CX asking 5165 call Kevin
1 422-1942.

All steel 30" x 40" desk. Perfect
for any off campus student. Very
good cond. S75. Cell Jeff 352 4029.
JVC KDli CASSETTE DECK 1
YRS. OLD. MINT CONO. SMS.
CALL TOM 171-3493.
ADCOM amp SSS w/cttaa. 1 tech.
turntables w/BC 1 cart. SSS E
equalizer. 1 AAI commercial
spkrs. IS yr. trans, warranty.
Numerk DM-1144mixer. Bey NB
rent It eat. All equipment less
than 4 mea eM. Will sell as
package or separate. Joe
151-4343.
Marshall IM watt MV wiwt 1
enclosures. Like new, S1BM
retail, must sacrifice, make
otter. Fremont 4)t 112-4414.
2 bdrm. mobile home, new
carpet, new waterheator. now
tvmace. II.BSS or SBSt down
payment and tl31/me. Call
1113312.
'74 Chevy Vega. 5444 or Bast
oiter. Perfect Inferior/engine
problem. 171 KM.

1 bdrm.. f. apt.. 12 mo. lease
starting Sept. 15 Phone 352 7345
Sum. sublet fum. effic. AC, no
utll., 124 E. Wooster. Apt. 2.
SI25/mo. Call 3541232 btwn 2 4
Ask tor Marty.
Subis effic, Ig. pleasant room,
sep kitchen B bath. Utll. Includ,
low rent. 10 mln. from campus.
Call Bill at 3522221 a.m. or
3541347 p.m.
Summer 5120/mo
Trailer for rent, for summer qtr.
only, S120/mo.; across from
campus-Howard's Trailer Park
352 1037. eves. Mlkal.
2 bdrm. apt. In house avail, to
sublet for summer months. S190
B utll./mo. Call 352 4433 btwn 10-4
weekdays. Ask for Cathy.
Summer: Haven House apt. AC,
stadium view. Best offer. Call
eves.. 334 1054.
1 bdrm. fum. apt. utll. avid.
Avail. 4 20. 353-9791.
2 bdrm. turn. apt. utll. Incld.
Avail. 6 10. 353-9791.
Brand new 1 B 2 bdrm. apts. next
to campus. Furn. or unfurn.
Avail starting fall qtr. Comer of
Thrustin B Reed Call 352 5504.

Single Rooms for M. students.
Near campus. Phone 352 7343.
433 N. Enterprise. 3 bdrm. house.
S3B0 for 12 mo. lease, 441 N.
Enterprise. 3 bdrm. house. S3B0
for 12 mo. lease; 443 N.
Enterprise. 1 Bdrm. apt. B 3
bdrm. apt., all available June or
September; Call 1 077-0443.
4 bdrm. Itse. tor 4 F. students.
Summer only. E. Wooster St.
Phone 337 7345.
Summer: SSI 7th St. 2 bdrm..
furn. apts. S400 for entire
summer. Call John New love Real
Estate 353-oSP.
Summer: 2 bdrm. furn. apts S450
for 3 full mos 705 7th St. Call
352 2443.
Summer Rentals-houses, apts.
and single rim. Near campus.
Phone 352 7345.
REDUCED SUMMER RATES
ON APARTMENTS. Call
NEWLOVE REALTY 352-5143.
Summer Aprs. Close to campus. 2
bdrm.
furn.
B
unfurn.
5400/unfurn.. 5450/turn Rate Is
for entire summer from June
4-Aug. SO. No pets. Elec/Ac unit.
S100 sec, dep. Call 351-4310.
Unfurn. apts. to sublease.
Available June 14 Aug. 31, 19(1
S235/mo. utll. peid. June rent
freel Cell otter 5 p.m. 152-43U
1 apt. for gred. students and for
undergrade, fum., avail. Sept. 15.
1115/mo /person. 12 mo. lease.
May sublet. 1 blk. from campus
Call 217 434S or 352-3707.
Accomodatlons for 4 girls. After 5
p.m. 352-4040.
Huge opt. to share: Summer or
next yr. All utll. paid, tin mo.
rent. Close to Uquer Store. Call
Kurt 1S1-4344.
FOP SUBLET 1 BDRM , FURN.
APT. 410V) RIDGE ST. 5300 B
UTIL. JUNE 15 SEPT 1. CALL
(414) HM 3404 OR 372-5511.
Effic. for Summer. 3170 mo. AC,
cable, close to campus. Call
anytime 352IBS4.
Apt. to sublease Summer Qtr
Near Campus. New, furnished,
all electrical. SUM mo. Call
352-1217.
E. Merry St. Apts. Sublet I1-S2
school year. Call Scott or Dan
2-5954.

NOW LEASING
forest apartments

TheAmCTkan
Cancer Society

fhanksyou.

SUMMER SESSION 1981

LEASE NOW

In person registration

for Best Selection

\bur employees
Uuiikyoa.
Their faniilies
tfunkyou.

I

733-755-777
2 Bedrooms
9 Month Lease

Undergraduate
Students
Rm 110
Administration

ssonoou

Furnished 12 mo. $320/mo.
Unfurnished 12 mo. $300/mo.
(Including gas heat)

10% Off
The Energy
Shop
110 W. Poe

£

Separate Building for Married and Grad
Students
Model Open Daily 9-5
Sat. 9-2 Other Hrs. by Appt.
[fa.

Pmi^m nmmrn fa.

352-2276

Phone: 352-6985

We Pay
AC!

don't forget
to order your
ALL-SPORTS PASS

Call: 352-5163

TIE
COPTSHOP
PRINTING &
TYPING SERVICES

SIC
y

o

M*'N

n

Model-777 Manville, No. 7
OPEN 5-6, M-F
Other Showings by Appointment

2 BDRMS

BGSU Special!

354.18IO

Jf:

i

\

a. '

FOR RATES AND RESERVATIONS

I"

n

649 Sixth

If you're 18 or over you can rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a
one-way |rent-it-here, leave-it-there) trip to another city
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end
of the semester. With a truck you can take along your stereo. 10-speed,
clothes, all your stuff, and still have plenty of room for one or two other
people and their things, so you can share the costs Compare that to a
plane ticket Or even a bus.
Rent from the best-maintained, most dependable fleet in
the world - Ryder The best truck money can rent.

CALL

J

SUMMER ONLY

RENT A
RYDER TRUCK

Any OneWay Rental
With Your BGSU
Student/Staff I.D. Offer
Good Thru June 30,
1961 at the Energy Shop
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Discount Applys to Card
Rate on one way '
Rentals.

Manville Ave.
1 Vt Baths
$325 per month

*

Aj»CTt»«Cjnc«r Society
100041O0,i.»li !>>■>■. i ■ ii

Movinout?

Resident Manager
Phon« 352-2376

Luther III Apartments

June 1- June 22
(Graduate
1 Students
Rm 121
McFall Center

853 Napoleon Rood
Bowling Gr»e>n. Ohio 43402

ui
o
<7>
a

"HOURS"
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30
Sot. 9 a.m.-noon

ill

U7V4 E. Court

Trie bROThERs of SIGMA PHI EPSILON
ARE pROud TO ANNOUNCE ThE.R

a.

'RESUMES
'DATA SHEETS
•FLYERS t
POSTERS
• BUSINESS
CARDS
'RESEARCH
PAPERS
•WEODINQ
INVITATIONS
•THESIS •FORMS

352-4068
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NEW NEOphyTES
George Aber
Scott Atkins
Brian Auckland
Brian Baird
Curt Rutter

to
O

Mike Grim
Jeff Harbaugh
Al Langhals
Bill Marshall
Tom Stutz
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Elsewhere.
Begin popularity increases in polls Day in review.
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) - Prime
Minister Menachem Begin's Likud
bloc has pulled ahead in an opinion
poll for the first time in two yean, and
28 days before elections it is seen
leading the Labor Party by 45 seats to
42 in the 120-member Parliament
Opinion polling is a young science in
Israel and large discrepancies between soundings are common. But if
the latest poll is accurate, it signifies a
remarkable turnaround from last
summer, when Begin was believed
sure to go down in crushing defeat.
The latest poll, of 1,246 Israelis, was
done by the Modi'in Ezrahi Applied
Research Center for the Jerusalem
Post, a pro-Labor daily.

LABOR PARTY officials said they
treat all polls with reservation and remain confident of at least 52 seats.
Party spokesman Israel Peleg said
Labor was counting on its ability to
get out the vote.
Likud officials, who have not seen a
favorable poll since Begin signed the
March 1979 peace treaty with Egypt,
toasted the event with champagne, officials said. It came on the eve of
Begin's summit with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, a meeting Likud
strategists hope will remind voters
that it is hawkish Begin, not the dovish
Labor Party, that gave Israel its first
peace accord with an Arab state.

Other polls show Likud and Labor
running almost even. Says Hanock
Smith, a respected opinion analyst: "I
don't know who will win. All polls, my
own included, show a virtual tie."
A significant finding of the Modi'in
Ezrahi poll was that 19 seats would go
to four small parties that are close to
Begin's views and thus strong candidates for inclusion in a Begin-led
coalition: the National Religious Party, projected to get seven seats, the
ultra-religious Agudat Yisrael bloc,
five, Moshe Dayan's faction, four, and
the extreme right-wing Tehiya Party,
three.
In the 1977 election Begin's Likud
won 43 seats and Labor took 32.

Reagan, Brady visit is emotional
REAGAN'S TRIP to the same
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan and his press secretary, hospital in which he spent nearly two
James Brady, held an emotional reu- weeks recuperating was announced
nion yesterday in their first meeting just shortly before be left the White
since both were shot in an attempt on House seven blocks away.
the president's life March 30.
Later, reporters asked the president
"We are waiting for you to get back.
We need you," the president told how Brady was feeling. "Just fine,"
Brady during an impromptu, Reagan replied before entering his
16-minute visit at George Washington limousine. "Coming along. Very happy."
University Hospital.
In Brady's hospital room, the two
"Right now, the medical profession men traded quips, but Brady, who was
is standing in the way," Brady shot in the brain, got "choked up" a
replied. "You have been doing pretty couple times, according to deputy
press secretary Larry Speakes.
well on your own."

"IT WAS an emotional experience
for both of them," Speakes. said.
Reagan, accompanied by White
House Chief of Staff James Baker III,
gave Brady a puzzle and a giftwrapped Jar of presidential Jellybeans, Speakes said. Brady's wife,
Sarah, also was present
Before he left, Reagan told Brady to
"rest and take care of yourself," to
which the press secretary replied,
"That's the first time you have said
that to me."
A crowd of onlookers cheered the
president as he walked through the
hospital lobby.

Bangladesh buries slain leader
DACCA, Bangladesh (AP) - President
Ziaur Rahman was buried at an emotion
charged ceremony yesterday after enraged village guards killed the major general
who launched the coup in which Zia was
assassinated.
23a, 45, was buried near the new Parliament, the symbol of Bangladesh democracy, after Islamic prayers by one
million people. Zia, as he was known here,

became the nation's first popularly
elected president in 1978. He restored
multi-party democracy to Bangladesh.
Six howitzers fired a 21-gun salute to the
warrior-hero of the 1971 fight for independence who led the coup four years
later to take control of Bangladesh. Zia
was assassinated with seven aides Saturday in the port of Chittagong by troops led
by Maj. Gen. Abul Manzur.

CSU student officers lose pay
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland State Un
students have voted to take away salaries for student
government leaders, but the student officials say the
vote was an "opinion poll" and they refuse to give up
their pay.
A group called the Committee to Pass Issue 1 circulated petitions and won a vote during recent student
elections to have the money paid to officers withdrawn
and re-channeled into student groups on campus. Of
1,200 students voting, the issue carried by about 50
votes.
Other state supported institutions are about split on
paying student government officers. The universities of
Toledo, Cincinnati and Miami pay students holding offices. Bowling Green State University and Ohio State
University do not pay elected students.

VA to treat herbicide victims
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House unanimously passed a bill yesterday directing the Veterans Administration to provide hospital care and medical attention to
Vietnam veterans whose health problems may have
arisen from exposure to the herbicide Agent Orange.
The legislation represents the first formal finding by a
house of Congress that veterans' health may have been

*
*
*

Bald eagle numbers increase
COLUMBUS (AP) - The head of the Ohio eagle
nesting program is Dennis Case, a man who is cautiously optimistic the American bald eagle is rebounding in
the Buckeye State.
Almost any increase in numbers is good news to Case.
Eagle numbers dropped to a low of 14 birds and four
breeding pairs in 1979. But hatchings in eagle eyries
along Lake Erie have improved.
Eagle numbers could be as high as 30 this year, Case
said yesterday.
There haven't been 30 eagles since the first eagle census was conducted in 1959. What's even better, there are
now six breeding pairs of eagles.
"Pesticides caused that big decline, but once you get
down to four breeding pairs everything becomes
critical," said Case, a wildlife biologist with the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources. The pesticides,
especially the now-banned DDT, interfere with hatching.
»»**»* »»» *»*»**»»»»
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impaired by contact with the herbicide, which contains
dkaJn, considered one of the world's most dangerous
chemical substances.
The VA has taken the position that no scientific
evidence has been found to show thst contact with Agent
Orange damaged the health of GIs in Vietnam. But the
VA says It provides medical care to any veteran needing
it, regardless of the cause of their problems.

Delta Zetas are Winners

Congratulations
Tim Bryan
BG News

1st place TKE Waterwars
1st place spirit
2nd place Phi Mu Skate-a-thon
and
1st place Sigma Chi Derby games

MSI
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BUFF APARTMENTS

THE HUMAN RELATIONS
COMMISSION

Renting for summer
Special Summer Rates.
Air conditioned.
Block away from campus

Phone:352-1966

REDUCED
SUMMER RATES
One Block
From Campus
Newlove Realty, Inc.
352-5163
ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

an undergraduate
literary magazine,

GOT THE TIRED OF STUDYING
BLUES?
Art you an EFFICIENT
READER? FAST?
ACCURATE? FLEXIBLE?
Do you h«»i GJOOD
STUDY HABITS?
NOTETAKINQ? TIME
MANAGEMENT?TEST
TAKING? GOOD
RETENTION?
Do you have an
EFFECTIVE VOCABULARY?
Uae STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS? Us* CONTEXT
CLUES?
ll your COMPREHENSION QOOD?
Racognln MAIN
THOUGHTS? REMEMBER
DETAILS? RELATE
CONCEPTS? Draw
INFERENCES and
CONCLUSIONS?

6-8 MW Sect. 3934
II Soaaion: 10-12 MW Sect. 5775

OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday, June 3, 1981, from 3-5 p.m.
in the Gallery of McFall Center
The purpose of the Open House is to introduce the
1981-82 members of the Commission.

Now on SALE at
201 University Hall
and other locations..

[ALL-SPORTS PASS!»{

EDCI 100: DEVELOPMENTAL READING2 credit hr course (comprehension, vocabulary,
and study skis)

Cordially invites the University Community
to attend its

If the anawor la NO to any of
thai above queaUona, you ahould
CHECK OUT EDCI 100

You are invited to express your interests and concerns
for the Commission, as well as suggestions.

Guest Speaker:

MIKEORNELAS
Director of LA RAZA UNIDA

THETA CHI would like to wish their
1981-1982 officers "GOOD LUCK"
President:
V.P. of Internal Affairs:
V.P. of Rush:
Social Chairman:
Treasurer
Secretary:
House Manager
Asst. Treasurer:
Asst. Social Chairman:
IFC Rep.:
Pledge Educator
Athletic Chairman:
Historian:
Alumni Correspondent:
Public Relation:
• Guards:
Communications:
Librarian:
Chaplain:

Brad Seaman
Chris Frye
Ben Malorlco
Jeff Radin
Steve Vasek
Dave Scheidrich
Jim Aikens
Tom Kiefer
Ty Vincent
Tony Zurca
Terry DeRammeleare
Charles Merchant
Cres Mapes
Jim Aerni
Stan Moyer
Steve Roberts
Bill Stein
Tony Kullck
Dan McCormick
Mike Vslpole

BEST OF LUCK TO GRADUATING OX'S
and thanks to the officers for their service and i»ikH0tm
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Sports
Women's MAC inching toward NCAA
Huston hopes to strengthen women's athletics
by promoting BG's MAC championship success
by Chuck Krum«l
Naws staff reporter

When Bowling Green's Kim
Jamison participated in the 200 meter
dash at last weekend's AIAW Track
and Field Championships in Austin,
Texas, it marked the end of one era
and the beginning of another.
BG's freshman sprinter took part in
the final athletic event sponsored by
the AIAW. Beginning next season, the
women's varsity teams will participate in championship events sponsored by the NCAA.
BG's switch from the AIAW to the
NCAA stems from this year's entry into the Mid-American Conference, which abides by NCAA rules,
according to Carole Huston, University Associate Athletic Director.

bills to support the University's
athletic programs, and they deserve
to have a winner.
"What might happen in the future,
particularly in some sports like
basketball and volleyball, is that we
will become more conferenceoriented, placing emphasis on striving
for a conference championship,"
Huston said. "A conference championship, especially since we will be
playing under NCAA rules, will give
us an automatic bid, possibly, to the
opening round of the national tournament."
In the past, women's teams have
participated in regional and state
tournaments, and if they did well,
they received an invitation for national competition. But with the
establishment of the MAC, women's
sports should receive more national
exposure, Huston said.
Although BG offers a variety of
women's sports, Huston said some
MAC schools may have to add teams
to meet the minimum number required by the MAC.
BG has eight women's teams competing in the MAC: cross country,
swimming, track, Softball, basketball,
field hockey, gymnastics and
volleyball.

"We are allowed to play under the
AIAW rules over the next four years
while the transition from the AIAW to
the NCAA is taking place." Huston
said. "However, we anticipate that
the upcoming year will be the last
year in which we will be playing under
the AIAW rules. This is primarily
because we have not included
recruiting monies for women's sports
during our budget planning for the upcoming year."
Huston said that AIAW rules currently prohibit
women's coaches
from talking personally with prospective high school recruits. Instead they
must inquire about the athlete's ability through the recruit's high school
coach, or they can invite the recruit to
visit the campus, at her own expense,
to participate in a scheduled tryout
with other recruits.

"We have produced three conOnce women's athletics become enference champions in our first year of
tirely governed by the NCAA, Huston
MAC play - in swimming, cross counsaid coaches will be able to recruit on
try and track," Huston said. "We need
a personal basis and provide paid
to see some more of our highly-visible
visits to the campus.
sports, such as basketball and
"There are many pros and cons
volleyball, be more successful. Once
toward each association's approach to
we produce a winner on campus,
recruiting promising student
regardless if it is in a men's or
athletes," Huston said. "One of the
women's sport, we will hopefully
worst things about recruiting is the
generate the enthusiasm around campus and attract more students to atALTHOUGH the women will be pressure bestowed upon the student
tend the games.
competing in NCAA events, Huston athlete into signing a letter of intent.
said the teams will still be playing
"WHILE COACHES of men's sports
"WINNING IS a contagious thing. under the rules instituted by the AIAW
have been permitted to contact high
They (the students) are paying the next year.

school athletes off campus and visit
them in the homes of their parents,
women have been restricted in these
areas. Hopefully, once we are fully incorporated into the NCAA, some
legislation will be introduced which
will illustrate what coaches can and
cannot do when recruiting student
athletes."
Under the present recommendations for grants-in-aid, yet to be approved by the conference presidents,
Huston said MAC schools can offer 80
scholarships, which at BG will be
divided among the eight women's
teams. Currently, BG has 67 women
athletes with scholarships.
"The maximum scholarship that
can be received by a woman athlete
covers room, board, tuition and fees.
We do not incude books," Huston said.
"Very few of our women receive a full
ride, although there are some, but it is
usually separated in which the woman
will receive one quarter tuition with
room and board or three quarters tuition, only. The coaches usually divide
the grants-in-aid, and they know how
to get the most use from them."
Although women's sports do not
receive the same amount of attention
as men's sports, Huston said she feels
women's sports at BG have come a
long way. She added more needs to be
done to promote women's sports on
campus to help educate spectators.

Carole Huston

staff photo by Dale Omori

Falcon coaches forecast promising future in the MAC
become a powerhouse in women's
athletics now that the MAC will provide a steady level of competition and
Having a conference format adds let the players and coaches know who
stability and provides motivation that they will face from year-to-year
"The potential is there with our
didn't exist previously for the players
and coaches competing in the new campus and programs for Bowling
women's Mid-American Conference, Green to be dominant in the MAC,"
and the extra motivation has paid off, BG field hockey and track coach Pat
as Bowling Green won the unofficial Brett said.
"THE MAC gives them (the
all-around MAC title.
The Falcons won the overall cham- players) something to peak for," she
pionship by taking titles in cross coun- said. "It has given us a team goal, in
try, swimming and diving, and track, an individual sport like track.
The extra motivation is evident
while finishing second in gymnastics.
The feeling among many of BG's when examining BG's overall record
coaches is that the Falcons could in women's MAC sports. The Falcons
by Tracy Collins
Naws ttafl raportar

vice photos

Sandy Haines

Charles Simpson

Myles Pizza Pub
352-1504

^***

6 FREE SODA POPS

Orange, grape, peach with any 14" 2 item or
more pizza
Coupon expires June 7
1 coupon per pizza

did not have a .500 team in either MAC
or overall competition, yet they
managed to peak for the conference
championships, having no team finish
worse than fifth.
"The MAC really gave them
something to work for," volleyball
and Softball coach Sandy Haines said.
"It gives them incentive for the conference championship. It also gives
them a more strict schedule and a
more equal level of competition."
The potential is there for the
Falcons to finish even better next
year, since there will no longer be
other major tournaments for many of
the teams to compete in. "We peaked

for the state meet this season, and
tried to hold it for the MAC Championships (which came the following
weekend)," former swimming coach
Tom Stubbs said. "The overall performances were not quite as good as they
could have been if we had just concentrated on that MAC meet."
"IT WAS just another championship
for us to prepare for last year," gymnastic coach Charles Simpson said.
"This year it will be the total motivation for us, because it will be our only
big meet. Last year it was one of
three."
There will no longer be a state tournament in most women's sports. The

Tom Stubbs

Pat Brett
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state tourney was the focus of this
season before the development of the
women's MAC. Having a state tournament has become more difficult and
less practical, since most teams are
now competing in a conference,
Stubbs said.
Membership in the MAC also means
changing from the AIAW to the NCAA
for the Falcon women. The MAC is
almost split with its affiliation, with
six schools governed by the AIAW and
four under the NCAA, Brett said.
This poses a problem for Brett's
field hockey team, since there has
been no assurance of post-season competition in the NCAA, which the team
had with a state meet in the AIAW,
she said. For Brett's track team, the
NCAA provides a national championship for the outdoor season, but provides no such competition for indoor
track.
While many coaches favored the
formation of the women's MAC, they
did not favor the added affiliation with
the NCAA.
"I support having a conference, but
I don't support the greater restrictions that the NCAA puts on us,"
Simpson said.
"I HATE to make the break with the
AIAW, because they gave women's
sports legitimacy," Haines said. "For
the total sports, the NCAA will keep us
progressive in our programs, but we
will still have ties to the AIAW that will
be difficult to break."
Stubbs said the NCAA squad size

Having a new structure of competition will change the rivalries that
many of the teams now have, reducing the ferocity in some while increasing it in others.
"(Having the MAC) will lesson the
rivalries with schools outside of the
MAC, like Indiana State, and make
some of the ones inside the MAC much
stronger," Simpson said.
"THE RIVALRIES developed now
will become more intense," Haines
said. "That's because the MAC tournament will be the qualifier for nationals. It will be the big tournament."
Women's golf and lacrosse were
both excluded from becoming MAC
sports because the lack of teams
throughout the conference. Seven
schools must have a sport on a varsity
level for that sport to be eligible for
competition under the MAC. Four
MAC schools compete in golf, while
only three compete in lacrosse.

Congratulations to..
Lynda Labazon
Roxanne Berry
Susan Might
Mary Ellen

Cathy Kubltz
cathy welbom
Jill Johnson
Sherman

winning campus Feud Team
Also Thanks to Sam B's for Supplying
the Dinners Awarded for Rrst Place

Wednesday, June

WET T-SHIRT
CHARLIE'S BLIND PIG

limitations and the number of places
scored in the NCAA competition are
some of the unfavorable restrictions
that the NCAA would impose in swimming. The NCAA limits squads to
eight members, and scores 12 places,
rather than AIAW's 16, in national
competition.
Although the lack of an NCAA national indoor track championsip
bothers her, Brett said she thinks that
the track program will be better off
going to the NCAA.

